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February 25, 2015 

Cameron 5. McLay, Chief 
Pittsburgh Bureau of Police 
1203 Western Avenue 
Pittsburgh PA 15233 

Independent CITIZEN POLICE REVIEW BOARD 
City of Pittsburgh 

816 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Pittsburgh PA 15219 

USA 

Re: Findings & Recommendations, CPRB Case # 208-13 
(Scalese v. Henson #4033, Love #3772) 

Dear Chief McLay: 

Having deliberated on the testimony and evidence taken at a public hearing 
conducted pursuant to § 662.06 of the City Code and in accordance with its Rules 
and Operating Procedures, the Citizen Police Review Board has issued findings and 
recommendations on the above captioned Citizen Complaint. 

Enclosed is a copy of those Findings and Recommendations. I am available to 
support any action initiated by you that is consistent with the recommendations of 
the Board. 

The City Code, § 662.09 Response to Board Recommendations, states: 

"Within thirty (30) working days of submission of a recommendation for 
action by the Board to the Mayor and the Chief of Police, they shall respond 
in writing regarding which recommendations are accepted, rejected, or will 
be implemented with modifications. If the Board's recommendations are 
rejected or modified, the Mayor and/or Chief of Police shall include a written 
explanation for their decision." 

Accordingly, the Board anticipates a response from you and/or the Mayor by 
April 8, 2015 indicating which of the recommendations are accepted, rejected, or 
will be implemented with modification. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

S~rely yours, 

7-~0TZ-tG7 
Eliza.!1eth C. Pittinger 
Executive Director 

cc: The Honorable Bill Peduto, Mayor 

Enclosure Response due: 04/08/2015 

Promoting responsible citizenship and professional law enforcement since 1997. 



INDEPENDENT CITIZEN POLICE REVIEW BOARD 
City of Pittsburgh 

Executive Director, Independent Citizen 
Police Review Board, on behalf of: 

Jamil Scalese 

Complainant, 

vs, 

1. P.O John Henson #4033 

2, Detective Scott Love #3772 

Subject Officers 

CITIZEN COMPLAINT OF MISCONDUCT 

. Case No.: # 208-13 

';Charges 

i 2 Counts: Use of Force PBP 12-6 (3.1;2) 

;;,1 Count: Conduct Unbecoming A Member 
',: or Employee PBP 16-1 (3 ,6a) 
'(i: 
' 1 Count: Conduct Toward the Public PBP 
~:> 
',' 16-1 (3.7) 

Hearing Panel 
Findings & Recommendations 

#208-~3 

Hearing conducted: 9/U/2014 

Findings & Recommendations Released: 2/24/2015 

Response due from Mayor and/or Chief of Police: 4/8/2015 
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Having conducted a public hearing pursuant to Article 2, §228-230 of the Home Rule Charter 
and Ar/ic/e VI of the Pittsburgh City Code and the Rules and Operating Procedures of/he 
CITIZEN POLICE REVIEW BOARD, as amended, the CITIZEN POLICE REVIEW BOARD issues the 
fo/lowingfindings and recommendation related to the conduct alleged in the captioned Citizen 
Complaint. 

The panel received testimony from the complainant, Jamil Scalese, and witnesses Kyle Adams 
and Dana Stevens. Present throughout the public hearing were subject officers John Henson 
and Scott Love. 

The complaint alleges that Mr. Scalese was walking home on Negley Avenue from a 
neighborhood bar at approximately 12:45 a.m. on March 22, 2013 when an urlmarked vehicle 
occupied by plainclothes Pittsburgh police officers accosted him. The complainant attempted 
to run but was intercepted by subject officer Love and taken to the ground with a hip toss. 
Upon Scalese's effort to get up, subject officer Love applied palm heel strikes to the back of 
Scalese's head. The complainant reports being called a "dipshit" and a "retard" by the two 
subject officers during the encounter. The charges examined at a public hearing on September 
11, 2014 were 2 counts of excessive force, 1 count of unbecoming conduct and 1 count of 
unbecoming conduct toward the public. 

1 . Violation of PBP General Rules and Regulations #12-6 3.1.2 Use of Force: On March 22, 

2013 the Complainant was walking down Negley Avenue at approximately 0113 Hours. 

The Subject Officers yelled, "Stop, Pittsburgh Police!" The Complainant could not 

identify who was in the unmarked car but knew there were at least four people 

occupying the vehicle. The Complainant did not see any badges displayed. Subject 

Officer 1 and Subject Officer 2 exited the unmarked vehicle. The Complainant started 

to run and Subject Officer 1 and 2 pursued the Complainant. Subject Officer 2 

performed a hip toss and took the Complainant to the ground. The Complainant 

pushed up off of the ground and Subject Officer 2 performed a palm heel strike which 

hit the Complainant in the back of the head. The Complainant was hit in the head 

between 1 and 6 times. This violates regulation 12-6 3.1 which states; "The City of 

Pittsburgh expressly forbids any use of force that is excessive. Excessive force is the use 

of force which exceeds the level that a reasonable officer might reasonably believe, at 

the time of the incident, is necessary under the circumstances of a particular incident." 

This violates 12-6 3.2 which states: "Officers shall only use that level of force which the 

officer might reasonably believe is necessary to affect an arrest, gain compliance, or to 

protect the officer or others from physical harm. To gain control in a physical 

confrontation, an officer may be required to use a force option which exceeds the level 

of force employed by the subject, and an officer may do so, so long as the force option 

utilized is reasonable under the circumstance." 

Based upon a preponderance of the evidence presented, the hearing panel finds the 
allegation Sustained as de minimis misconduct. 
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Violation of PBP General Rules and Regulations #12-63 1 2 Use of Force - -

Panelists 
Agree with Disagree with 

In itials 
finding finding 

Dr. Lucas-Darby, Chair X rJ}/trff· 

Ms. McLellan X ~~ 
Mr. Waters X 

L/ V 

Comment/Recommendation(s): 
This allegation is sustained as a de minimis act of misconduct and we recommend the 

officers receive counseling on proper engagement tactics and a verbal warning that 

another occurrence of similar conduct will initiate progressive disciplinary action(s). 

Mr. Scalese testified to walking on Negley Avenue around n:4S a.m. on March 22, 20:1-3 . He 

encountered a female who was engaged by men in an unmarked vehicle. As Mr. Scalese 

proceeded to walk on Negley Avenue the unmarked vehicle approached him. Mr. Scalese 

related that he heard someone say "police" but when he turned he could not see anything 

because flashlight beams were shining in his eyes. He described being fearful: "/ tried to get 

a w ay, because / wa s pretty convinced / was being mugged at that point. / could feel 

th em trying to restrain me, so / started to pull my hands away. At that point / started 

f e eling pun ches to my face or being struck to my fac e. " Te stimony continued: 

Q. When you started to pull away, could you 
explain to the panel how you were trying -- you had a 
knee on your back or an elbow on your back or some 
force of your back, what were you trying to do? Can 
you explain what your body was doing at that time? 

A. (Scalese) Yeah, my hands were being pinned against my 
back and / was attempting to rip them away so / could 
sprint -- / was on all fours or basically on my 
stomach. / was trying to scramble f orward so / could 
getaway. 

Q. What were you feeling emotionally at that 
point? 

A. (Scalese) / was scared out of my mind. 

Q. So you raised -- you were trying to raise 
your hands and escape and get up on allfours> 
A. (Scalese) Yes. 

There was no testimony or documentary evidence submitted to explain the underlying reason 
for the subject officers to have stopped and engaged t he complainant. 
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The scenario described by Mr. Scalese raises circumstances under which various actions taken 
by the complainant or the subject officers could be construed as reasonable. 

First, the panel considered the characterization of the encounter between the complainant and 
the subject officers. Was it a mere encounter, an investigative detention or an arrest? The 
nature of the encounter influences the dynamics of the engagement and the corresponding 
cooperation or coercion necessary to accomplish the purpose of the encounter. 

A "mere encounter" is the equivalent of a field contact and rests with voluntary engagement of 
the civilian. There is no standard to be met to initiate a mere encounter and it is substantively 
nothing more than a conversation. An officer may ask for identification during a mere 
encounter without that request elevating the encounter to an investigative detention. The 
determinant is whether the subject is free to walk away. 

An "investigative detention" elevates justification to a "reasonable suspicion" that criminal 
activity is afoot. A subject must submit to a brief detention but circumstances (suspicion) do 
not justify elevated coercive action to effect an arrest. Reasonable suspicion is more than a 
"feeling" or "hunch" that some level of criminal activity is underway. Police officers must have 
objective, explainable facts that substantiate a reasonable suspicion that the person is involved 
in some criminal activity at the time of the stop. 

An arrest, seizure, or custodial arrest must be supported with probable cause and justifies the 
minimum degree of coercive action necessary to secure the seizure of the person. Probable 
cause is a reasonable belief evolved from the totality of the circumstances that a person has 
committed a crime . Probable cause is more than reasonable suspicion but less than a 
preponderance of the evidence. Searches and seizures must be predicated on probable cause. 

Testimony about this incident did not provide the information necessary to characterize the 
nature of the intended engagement at its inception. The panel found that the initial contact 
involving the subject plainclothes police officers was substandard and led to the escalation, use 
of force and arrest of the complainant. 

The complainant testified to awareness of an occupied vehicle that eventually approached him 
and upon looking toward the vehicle his view was blocked by flashlight beams. This resulted in 
the complainant's inability to identify any characteristics ofthe men who exited the vehicle and 
grabbed him . The complainant testified that he saw no uniform or badge or other police 
identification and believed he was being mugged. The complainant admitted to attempting to 
leave because he didn't know what was happening to him. 

The subject officers engaged the complainant under indeterminate circumstances and in a 
manner that escalated the encounter. Once escalated, the complainant's resistance correlated 
to the application of the coercive force necessary for the subject officers to gain control and 
take the complainant into custody. The panel found that the continuum of force was followed 
but the circumstances causing the use of force were questionable and were actually instigated 
by a poor initial approach by the subject officers. 
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2. Violation of PBP General Rules and Regulations #16-13.6.3 Conduct Unbecoming A 
Member or Employee: On March 22, 2013 the Subject Officers insulted the 
Complainant by calling him a "dipshit" and "retard." 

The subject officers were accused of unbecoming conduct and unbecoming conduct toward the 
public for referring to the complainant as a "dipshit" and "retard". The following excerpt is 
unrefuted testimony from the complainant: 

Q. Okay. And when you responded that you had 
nothing and they searched you and you told them that 
you weren't running, did they say anything else back 
to you, sir? 

A. (Scalese) Again, they were very dismissive of anything 
I was saying and they were also were -- that's when 
the insulting started, they started asking me if I was 
stupid or slow and calling me a dipshit or retard. 
That's when that started. 

Q. And who called you a dipshit and a retard, 
which of the subject officers> 

A. (Scalese) Definitively, I can say Detective Love did, 
because I asked him twice to stop, but it was peppered 
with those and I -- to be honest I can't tell you 
which officers were saying that outside of Detective 
Love. 

Q. They were -- they were using the words -- did 
they explain to you or did you understand why they 
were calling you this, or why they thought you might 
be slow? 

A. (Scalese) They seemed pretty agitated that I didn't 
have anything on me, and, I mean, they expressed true 
confusion about why I ran. They looked bewildered, by 
the fact that there was nothing -- that there was 
nothing on me. 

The panel sustains the violation of PBP General Rules and Regulations #16-13.6 .3 Conduct 
Unbecoming a Member or Employee against Subject Officer Scott Love when on March 22, 
2013 he insulted the Complainant by calling him a "dipshit" and "retard." Further, the term 
"retard", as applied, is an offensive expression intended to devalue people with intellectual 
disabilities. Name-calling is unprofessional and unacceptable behavior. Contrary to this officer's 
conduct, the expectation of a Pittsburgh police officer is to demonstrate respect to the public at 
all times. 
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Based upon a preponderance of the evidence presented, the hearing panel finds the 
allegation Sustained as Serious misconduct. 

Violation of pap General Rules and Regulations #16-1 3.6.] Conduct Unbecoming A Member or Employee 

Panelists 
Agree with Disagree with 

Initials rP/e1 finding finding 

Dr. LucaS-Darby, Chair X 

Ms. McLellan X ~A ~ 
Mr. Waters X 

\...../ V 

Comment/Recommendation(s): 

This allegation is sustained as a serious act of unbecoming conduct and Subject Officer 
Love should receive counseling and a written warning that a future occurrence of similar 
conduct will result in disciplinary action. 

3· Violation PBP General Rules and Regulations #16-1 3.Z Conduct Toward the Public: The 
Subject Officers violated regulation 16-1, 3.7 by calling the Complainant a "dipshit" and 
"retard ." The Subject Officers were not professional, polite or civil. "A member or 
employee in the performance of his/her duties will not use ethnic designations, insults 
or other derogatory terms at any time when addressing any person, or in any 
communication." 

The panel reiterates its finding that name calling is unprofessional and totally unacceptable. 

Based upon a preponderance of the evidence presented, the hearing panel finds the 
allegation Sustained as De Minimis misconduct. 

Violation pap General Rules and Regulations #16-13-7 Conduct Toward the Public 

Panelists 
Agree with Disagree with 

Initials 
finding finding 

Dr. Lucas-Darby, Chair X rP !t~' 

Ms. McLellan X ,rtL -' 
I v 

Mr. Waters X 

Comment/Recommendation(s): 

This allegation is sustained as a de minimis act of misconduct and we recommend the 

officers receive counseling on proper engagement tactics and a verbal warning that 

another occurrence of similar conduct will initiate progressive disciplinary action(s). 
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Notice to the Chief of Police and the Mayor 

The Pittsburgh City Code, Title Six, Article VI, § 662.09 Response To Board 

Recommendations, requires that within thirty (30) working days of the Board's submission of 

recommendations to you, you must respond in writing to the Board regarding which 

recommendations are accepted, rejected, or will be implemented with modifications. if the Board's 

recommendations are rejected or modified, the Mayor and/or Chief of Police shall include a written 

explanation for their decision. 

By: 

Dr. E 'ma Lucas Da by, Chair 

Mr. Thomas Waters Date 

Response due by Apri l 8, 2015 
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